REGULATIONS
on the organization of refereeing activity during the International Contest of
NBC reconnaissance teams of NBC protection services "Safe Environment"
within the Army International Games - 2019
I. General provisions
1.
Army International Games are complex international competitions
between the teams of state-participants' armed forces in various military specialties,
in course of which the international Contests (referred to below as "Competition")
are conducted.
One of the basic and necessary elements of the Army International Games
(referred to below as "Games"), without which they can only be regarded as
entertainment, is refereeing activity.
This document is developed on the basis of the "Games Regulations". To
provide objective refereeing in course of the Games, it specifies the structure and
determines the relations between the referees, their rights, responsibilities, and other
issues concerning the refereeing activities during the Games (competition).
1.1. The official languages of the Games are Russian, English, and the
national language of the host country.
1.2. Refereeing is done by the Panel of Referees in accordance with the
operating rules and Regulations of the Games (Contest).
1.3. Refereeing principles:
impartiality;
publicity;
democratic nature;
unity of approaches to the evaluation of the results;
joint leadership;
objectivity;
justice;
tolerance;
transparency;
1.4. To objectively evaluate the actions and results of the participants, the
refereeing system is organized on the 2-level basis, comprising the Panel of
Referees of the Games and the Panel of Referees of the Competition, which are
formed in the period to the start of the Contest by the representatives of the
countries-participants of the Games.
1.4.1. The composition of the Panel of Referees of the Competition is equal to
the number of the countries-participants of the Competition, and includes a
representative from every team. Typically, they are elected from the functionaries in
charge of combat training in the respective national armed forces.
1.4.2. To provide for the activity of the Panel of Referees of the Competition,
the Secretariat is appointed, including the Head of the Secretariat, 2 members of
technical staff, Russian and English translators, other languages - if necessary.
Additionally, the field referees are appointed to provide for the Panel of Referees of
the Competition.
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1.4.3. The Panel of Referees of the Games is headed by the Chief Referee of
the Games, the Panel of Referees of the Competition is headed by the Chief Referee
of the Competition. There are no other panels of referees. The organizer of the
competition cannot influence the decisions of the Panel of Referees and does not
participate in its activities.
1.4.4. The assigned Chief Referee of the Games is from the Russian
Federation - organizer country of the Games. The Chief Referee of the Competition
is elected by open majority voting, typically, of the host country.1
1.5. Duties of the Panel of Referees:
1.5.1. Providing a planned procedure for the competition in accordance with
the approved program (league table) of the Contest.
1.5.2. Enabling objectively equal conditions, securing a just Contest for the
competitors, as well as observing demanded ethical norms and moral standards.
1.5.3. Fulfilling conditions of the Games program and the procedure of
determining the individual (team) results.
1.5.4. Adhering to the rules of the Games and the Contest, safety instructions
and approved protocols of the competitions.
1.5.5. Providing objectiveness in determining the winners.
1.5.6. Determining:
the winners of the Contest stages and the Contest according to the minimal
time achieved in the result of the Contest taking into consideration the panelty time
charged for the failures (violations) in adhering to the approved standards
(conditions) of the Contest. The first place is given to the team which has the
highest score; team with the lowest score is considered as the last team. If when the
results are determined and two teams have the same score, then the best is chosen by
the highest score in the overall standing. If two teams have the same score in the
overall standing, the winner is the team which achieved the highest score in the
relay race. According to the mentioned above, a team takes the respective place at
the league table of the Contest.
The final protocol, signed by all members of the Panel of Referees, is
approved by the Chief Referee.
The national team - winner of the Games - according to the rating, in the
overall medal standing after all Contests have finished.
1.5.7. Considering protests (appeals) on issues considering the procedure and
rules of the Contests or the results of the participants.
1.6. The Panel of Referees is entitled to demand from the Contest Organizer
to enable objective and equal conditions in competitions for all participant teams.
The decision of the Panel of Referees is obligatory for the Organizer, responsible for
the Contest.
1.7. These Regulations, after their study, are certified in the written form by
the representatives of participant countries of the Games, and thusly it is assured
they unconditionally conform to the rules, unified for all.
1.7.1. Amendments to these Regulations can be passed by the decision of the
Panel of Referees of the Contest after open majority voting, and in coordination
with the Chief Referee of the Games.
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II. Organization of refereeing activities
2.1.1. The work of the Panel of Referees starts with the determining of
quorum (no less than 70% of the referees) and after approving agenda. A member of
the Panel can introduce their oral or written remarks as to any question in the
agenda. A member of the Panel of Referees, who proposed introducing an issue to
the agenda, must be provided with an opportunity to justify their position. The
decision of introducing suggestions into the agenda of the Panel (including the
issues concerning the Panel's rules of procedure) are passed through open majority
voting of the Panel.
2.1.2. Head of Delegation (Team Leader) can enter a proposal to replace a
referee due to their inability to perform their functions. A referee can be replaced
only once during the Contest.2
2.1.3. After the applications for participation in the Contest (Appendix 1)
were considered, a participation approval protocol is processed, signed by the
members of the Panel of Referees, and approved by the Chief Referee of the
Contest.
2.1.4. The Panel of Referees is entitled to demand from the Heads of
Delegations (Team Leaders) to present all necessary documents to formalize the
participation approval.
2.1.5. The Team Leader is entitled to apply to the Panel of Referees regarding
the disputed matters. In case of unsatisfactory decision, the applicant may appeal
with the respective application to the Panel of the Games.
2.1.6. During their sessions, the Panel of Referees of the Games consider,
according to the applications by the Team Leaders and Heads of Delegations, the
disputed matters concerning the organization and procedure of the Contests, and
keep records of the intermediate results to form the rating of national teams in the
Games (Contest).
2.1.7. All results are considered as preliminary until the control lists of field
referees are checked. Results of the Contest are formalized by a protocol, signed by
all members of the Panel of Referees and are approved by the Chief Referee of the
Contest (Appendix 2).
2.1.8. If there are disputes as to the solution to a question, the final decision is
made by the Panel's voting, its decision cannot be discussed or be under appeal.
2.1.9. If there are disputes concerning the use of military and special
equipment under consideration, experts of the respected production plant can be
involved. If necessary, it is allowed to conduct tests to determine the exact indicator
values.
III. The procedure of submitting protests, suggestions (applications)
3.1. A protest (Appendix 3) considering the results of the Contests and its
competitions (decisions of the Panel of Referees) is applied by the Team Leader in
written form in an official language of the Contest, on the day of the competition,
prior to the approval of the results of the stage.
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3.1.1. An oral protest is applied to the Chief Referee of the Contest, and
is recorded by the Secretary.
3.1.2. The protest must include in no particular form the content of the
disputed matter, time and place of the competition results under dispute, actions
(decisions) enclosing the photo and video materials, proving the disputed nature of
the competitions, and actions (decisions) which necessitate consideration by the
Panel of Referees.
3.2. While making a decision on a protest, the Panel of Referees must hear the
justification of the applicant and the protestee. If the parties in interest do not attend
to the session, a decision can be made without their participation.
3.2.1. The decision on the protests are made through open majority voting by
the present members of the Panel of Referees of the Contest. The Referee appointed
from the apellee team, does not participate in the voting.3
3.2.2.
If
there
is
an
equal
number
of
votes,
then
the half which has the vote of the Chief Referee, is prioritized.
3.2.3. The decision made by the Panel of Referees of the Contest, which does
not satisfy the applicant, can be appealed at the same procedure
to the Panel of Referees of the Games.
3.3. Issues concerning the organization of the Contest, can be remarked orally
or in the written form to a representative of the organizers of the Content.
3.3.1. A remark can be made by a Team Leader orally in the course of the
Contest, not later than 1 hour after the disputed event.
3.3.2. If an oral remark cannot be solved on site and requires an additional
inquiry, the Team Leader must present the remark in the form of a reasoned written
protest.
3.3.3. Protests that influence the results of a Contest stage or day, are
considered by the Panel of Referees within a day after the moment the protest was
submitted, but not later than the signing of the Contest day or stage protocol.
3.4. The decision of the Panel of Referees is approved, if quorum is achieved
and there are no less than 70% of members of the Panel take part; it must be
formalized with a protocol and a response to the applicant.
3.4.1. The referees have a right to announce only collective decision of the
Panel of Referees in form of a protocol. After taking the decision the Chief Referee
(referees) of the Contest are prohibited to express his (their) opinion regarding
controversial issues.
3.4.2. An approved decision is considered as final and obligatory for all
participants of the Contest.
IV. The final result protocols
4.1. To summarize the results, on the eve of the closing ceremony of the
Games, the final session of Panel of Referees with teams’ representatives and the
Organizing Committee is executed.
Summary includes:

Rating approval on the basis of final protocols of competitions;
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Evaluation by the Panel of Referees, Team Leaders, operating
personnel and others responsible for the preparation and holding of the Contest (it is
necessary to note positive and negative sides);

Level of training and organization of teams and if necessary their
behavior during the Contest.
4.2 After the Contest has finished and before the final session the Chief
Referee of the Contest in cooperation with the Secretary must write a report which
includes the following:4

Common data (name of the Contest, dates, place and conditions of
Contest conduction);

Data on participant teams (names, number of people, age etc.);

Technical results of competitions;

Protests and decisions on them;

Participants’ discipline (violations of military discipline, Contest
Regulations, laws of the host-country);

Condition of the material base and quality of medical care;

Compliance with safety measures;

Evaluation of the performance of Contest referees and team
representatives;

General conclusion with the negative cases during the preparation and
conduction of Contest and suggestions regarding the events which would improve
conditions during the preparation to other Contests.

Final result protocols which immediately must be announced or
published, need to be prepared and signed.
V. Responsibilities of the functionaries
5.1. Responsibilities of the Chief Referee of the Games
5.1.1. The Chief Referee of the Games is a functionary who has an authority
to referee the Games.
He performs his duties according to these Regulations.
5.1.2. The Chief Referee of the Games is in charge of the Panel of Referees,
establishes the procedure of entitling, takes decisions on questions regarding the
Games to guarantee the principles of justice and controls protest hearings and results
of the Games.
Execution of orders of the Chief Referee of the Games is necessary for every
member of the Panel of Referees.
On the eve of the Games start the Chief Referee holds a referee meeting to
familiarize them with the Regulations, distribute duties among them and clarify
certain articles of these Regulations.
The Chief Referee of the Games has a responsibility for organization of
refereeing activities and performance of the Panel of Referees.
5.1.3. He must:
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 Know the Regulations of the Games;
 Control the Panel of Referees, its performance and schedule of the Games;
 Before the Games start if necessary give a briefing and instructions regarding the
basic issues of referee to the Panel of Referees;
 Know the Games program and control its execution;
 Inform referees of the Games about all changes in the Games procedure and give
the reasons timely;
 Enable objective and equal conditions for every team member;
 Hold conferences for determining the results of the stages of the Games, training
orders for next stages and affirmation of general results of the Games, control
validity of team and individual results;
 Consider applications, protests and bring them up for the discussion of the Panel
of Referees;
 Maintain the rating of participant countries on the basis of the executed and
approved final protocol;
 Supervise the validity of the Games and execution of duties of referees;
 Immediately discuss all violations of safety measures and take measures to
prevent it;5
 Wear an arm band of the referee (rag) with a displayed emblem of the Games
(Appendix №4).
5.1.4. The Chief Referee of the Games is entitled to:
Pause the competition if there are conditions which will interfere the
procedure of the Games and prerequisites for violation of safety measures;
Propose heads of delegations to put out of the refereement referees who make
glaring mistakes, who are prejudiced and also who are not be able to perform his
duties;
Inform mass media of the results of the Games after secretary of the Games
execution of protocol which will be assigned by all of the members of the Panel of
Referees and approved by the Chief Referee of the Games.
5.2. Duties of the Secretariat of the Games.
5.2.1. Secretariat is a structure designed to provide a perfomance of the panel
of the referees of the Games, organization and procedure activities, preparation of
material of the Games referees sessions.
5.2.2. He is responsible for:
Coordinated work of all functionaries of the Secretariat of the panel of the
referees;
Maintaining continuous comminication with the Secretariat of competitions;
Timely development of referees` protocols and timely submission for
verification of them for referees from counties-participants and affirmation from the
Chief Referee of the Games.
Collection of the information from the Panel of Referees and field referees.
5.2.3. The Secretary must:
 Keep records of proceedings at sessions of the Panel of Referees;
 Make an order of participants from the Panel of Referees;
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 Form disposals and decisions from the Chief Referee of the Games;
 Consider declarations, register and deliver them to the Chief Referee of the
Games;
 Keep all records of the panel of referee;
 Control the performance of the Secretariat;
 Deliver the information to mass media with the permission of the Chief Referee;
 Prepare reports on the Games.
5.2.4. Member of the technical staff is under command of the secretary of the
Games and responsible for correct and timely delivery of decisions of the Chief
Referee;
He must:
 Execute recieved orders and instructions;
 Collect and analyse the information about his competition;
 Know how to operate with personal computer and deliver prescribed information
in time.
5.2.5. Interpreter is under command of the Secretary of the Games and
responsible for correct and timely translation of all decisions of the Chief Referee.
He must:
Know Regulations of the Games and these Regulations;
Know spoken and technical English (Russian) language (or some other
language if it necessary);
Stay near the Chief Referee of the Games;
Deliver decisions from the Panel of Referees to heads of delegations (team
officials) of foreign countries-participants through interpreters correctly and in time.
5.3. Referees who are in composition of the Panel of Referees.
5.3.1. These referees (representatives of the countries-participants of the
Games) are appointed from the countries-participants of the Games (according to
the number of countries-participants).
He must:6
Know Regulations of the Games and these Regulations;
The referee from participant country is responsible for rightfulness of the
refereement and performance of the Panel of Referees.
5.4. The Chief Referee of Contest
5.4.1. He leads the panel of the referee of the Contest in cooperation with the
Chief Referee of the Games. His behavior must be decisive and courageous, his
performance must be convincing and decisions must be clear and coherent for
participants, coaches and audience.
He is responsible for:
 Performing safety measures during procedure of the Contest
 Objective refereement and calculation of the results of each team during
procedure of stages or Contest in whole;
 Forming protocols in time and approval of the results and deliver of them to the
Secretariat of the Games;
 Registration of protests from team representatives of detected violations in time
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and bring them to the open vote of Panel of Referees.
He must:
Hold an organizational session on the eve of the Contest and discuss the latest
changes in Regulations of Contest and methodological recommendations of
separate Regulations;
Create objective and equal conditions for each member of teams-participants;
Wear an arm band of the referee (rag) with a displayed emblem of the Games
(Appendix №4);
Before proceeding of Contest
Check state of material and training base (Contest route), mine field, means of
live monitoring and recording system, special equipment and their readiness for
the Contest and readiness of field referees;
Execute a complex of trainings in radio network with the Panel of Referees and
field referees, support units, recovery detachments, regulation posts of STSI
(State Traffic Safety Inspectorate), military traffic control unit, patrol service of
military police of The Ministry of Defence of Russian Federation and fire patrols
of Ministry of Emergency Situations of Russian Federation, security posts;
Check the real status and existance of acts of technical status of armament,
military equipment, ammunition in cooperation with members of the Panel of
Referees and competent experts;
Examine participants, check their knowledge of the Regulations of Contest and
compare their documents with nominal roll which must be provided by heads of
teams in application forms;
Organize a training session with participants on safety measures;
Compose and deliver to participants a schedule of trainings to the Contest stages
and schedule of technical service;
Make a draw of material and special vehicles which is provided by Contest
organizers;7
Organize a training session to familiarize participants with the route and
obstacles of the Contest (stages) and zeroing;
Develop a calendar of the Contest;
During the Contest
Organize and control the performance of the Panel of Referees;
Go by Regulations of the Contest and demand a rigorous abidance of it by all
participants of the Panel of Referees and participants;
Keep time of the race passage of participants and teams in a whole by yourself;
To receive protests in oral and written forms about violations submitted by
members of the juridical assembly and teams’ leadership, personally and timely
lead its examination and pass it on an open voting for the panel referees;
to timely inform teams’ leadership about decisions concerning each protest
(moot case);
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 to examine and approve protocols of daily results of Contest stages and the Contest in general;
 by a written request of teams’ leadership examine issues concerning admissions
of a team members to participate and their replacements (if necessary) in teams
through voting by panel referees;
 to cease a Contest stage in case of violation of safety measures and in case of
other uncontrolled circumstances providing a menace for life and health of participants, spectators and guests of the Contest;
 to deny access to a workplace of the Panel of Referees for unauthorized individuals and to avoid “pressure” upon members of the Panel of Referees from teams’
leadership (higher functionaries) in behalf of a decision;
 to have a communication with an administrative and service personnel;
 to report directly to the Chief Referee of the Games about results of a finished
stage and the Contest in general providing with a written report (record) and photo (video) materials.8
The Chief Referee of the Contest is entitled to propose to clarify (enlarge,
change) certain conditions of the regulations with an approval of Panel of Referees.
The decision is approved if it is approved by the majority of referees. In case of
equal votes, the decision is taken by the Chief Referee of the Contest. All changes
are registered by a secretary of the Panel of Referees in a record which is signed by
all members of the Panel of Referees, approved by the Chief Referee of the Contest
and provided for its participants.
The Chief Referee in accordance with the administration of the Contest has a
right to task other colleagues.
5.5. Referee of the Contest.
The referee of the Contest is assigned from each participant country of the
Contest. The post of the referee is assigned to an individual professionally prepared
for managing a Contest.
He is subordinated to the Chief Referee and responsible for the objectiveness
of refereeing and accuracy during calculation of results of the Contest.
He must:
 study the Regulations of the Contest;
 assure accuracy and objectiveness of the Contest procedure and appropriate
performance of duty by referees, field referee and administration of the Contest as well as their calculations of results of the Contest;
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 jury professionally and impartially avoiding mistakes that may cause a corruption of results of the Contest, to objectively and timely solve problems that
appear during the Contest;
 participate in discussions of the penal of referees under command of the Chief
Referee;
 examine results, protests and collectively decide or pass it on a general vote of
the penal of referees;
 sign documents and protocols concerning results of stages of the Contest.
5.5.1. Referee is entitled:
 to jury the Contest according to his qualification, to wear a sign of referee (an
arm band).
 to announce the necessity9 to cease or to pause the Contest;
 to participate in discussions about solutions issued by the administration of
the Contest;
 to request and receive a necessary information and documents from leaders of
team-participants;
 to participate in discussion of problems concerning carried responsibilities;
 to demand a cooperation from the administration of the Contest;
 to penalize participants of the Contest for violations of rules.
5.5.2. Referee is not allowed to debate with the participants of the Contest
and let the issued solutions be an object of argument.
Undisciplined participants of the Contest expressing orally or with gestures
their disagreement with decisions of the referees shall be immediately punished with
respect to the Regulations of the Contest.
5.6. Secretariat of the Contest.
Secretariat is a structure designed for organizational and executive desk-work
to protocol, form resolutions, etc.
5.6.1. Secretary of the Contest.
He must:
 to protocol sessions of the penal of referees.
 to compose a speaking order of members of the penal of referees;
 to form orders and decisions issued by the Chief Referee of the Contest;
 to receive, register and transfer statements to the Chief Referee of the Contest;
 to document the work of the penal of referees;
 to administrate the work of the secretariat;
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 by authority of the Chief Referee give an information to representatives of
mass media;
 to prepare report documents concerning the Contest.
He is responsible: for coherent work of all functionaries in the Secretariat of
the penal of referees of the Contest;
 for sustained liaison with the secretariat of the Games;
 for timely development of protocols of referees and their timely transfer for
signature to referees assigned from participant countries and its approval by
the Chief Referee.
5.6.2. Member of the technical staff is subordinated to the secretary of the
Contest and he is responsible for exact and timely announcement of all decisions of
the Chief Referee.
He must:
 to timely execute received orders and instructions;
 to collect and process information concerning his responsibility;
 to use personal computer, timely provide data according to standards;
5.6.3. Translator is subordinated to the secretary of the Contest and responsible for exact and timely translation of all decisions of the Chief Referee.
He must:
 know the Regulations of the Contest and these Regulations;
 special usual and specialized English (Russian) language (and others if necessary);
 be near the Chief Referee.
 timely and exactly inform (through interpreters) Heads of Delegations (Team
Leaders) of foreign countries about all decisions of the Chief Referee.
5.6.4. Field referee executes the most responsible duties during the refereeing
of all actions done by participants of the Contest. His job is to attentively observe all
participants and follow their actions as well as to prevent violation of rules of the
Contest.
He must:10
know his rights and responsibilities, assigned by the Chief Referee of the
Contest;
 know rules of the Contest and penalty procedure for violations of exercises;
 know conditions necessary for exercises, the order of actions of participants
(vehicles) according to the regulations of the Contest;
 stay in the safest place suitable for objective evaluation of participants’ actions during their exercises (pass through obstacles);
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 define correctly different violations, exactly and timely inform the Panel of
Referees about results.
The field referee does not influence the order of execution of objectives (exercises) which may facilitate or impede actions of participants.
VI. Positive and negative inducements
6.1. Positive inducements
For active and blameless execution of referees’ responsibilities the following
positive inducements are established:
Awarding with diplomas, certificates, and memorable gift, established by the
hosts of the Games (Contest);
Recommendation for official awards and positive inducements, including the
financial ones, in accordance with the established procedure.
6.2. Negative inducements
In case of violation of the Contest rules or unsportsmanlike behavior the
referee can punish any participant of the Contest. The type of the punishment
(points cutoff, penalty time addition etc.) is determined by the rules of each Contest.
Unsportsmanlike behavior:
 Inattention to the referee’s orders;
 Disrespectful address to the referee;
 Touching the referee;
 Nasty words and offensive gesture;
 Obstruction of team actions estimate;
 The Contest (stage) delay.
Reprimand, warning or disqualification may be addressed to the team whose
member interferes the work of the Panel of Referees, expresses his disagreement
and acts improperly.
A team may receive one negative inducement and two warnings. If a team
receives third warning it may be disqualified.
In case of serious violation of rules of the Contest the referee may disqualify a
violator (team).
The Chief Referee is entitled to disqualify the team only after open vote of the
Panel of Referees with a formed protocol.
6.3. Referees can be punished for their disregard or misconduct with
following means:11
 warnings;
 removal from the post of the referee;
 disqualification with till certain date.
6.4. Decisions to apply penalties upon referees are formed by the penal of
referees after a protocoled open collective voting.
Acting commander of NBC protection service
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12

APPLICATION*
For participation in «Safe environment» Contest

______________________________________
(country)

№

Post

1.
2.

Team leader
Referee

Military
rank

Surname,
Name,
Patronymic

Series, officer identity
card number (military
service card, passport)

Note

Coach group
3.
4.

Coach
Coach
1st group

5.
6.
7.

Group leader
Gas scout
Driver-mechanic
2nd group

8.
9.
10.

Group leader
Gas scout
Driver-mechanic
Reserve group

11.
12.
13.

Group leader
Gas scout
Driver-mechanic

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

engineer
engineer
engineer
medic
interpreter

Technical support group

Information group
19.
20.

IT specialist
IT specialist
Team coach ___________________________
(country)

«____»_______________________________________________________
_____________2019 г.
(military rank) (signature) (Surname, initials)

*
The request may contain more required information in accordance with the Regulations of the Contest
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Appendix 2
ACKNOWLEDGE
The Chief Referee of the «Safe environment»
Contest
_____________
_________________
(military rank)
(Name and Surname)
« ___ » ________ 2019
PROTOCOL № ___*
on results of the «__________________» stage of the «Safe environment» Contest
«____»__________2018
the Panel of Referees of the «Safe environment» Contest
(referred to below as “Contest”) with the composition of:
The Chief Referee of the Contest__________________________________;
(military rank, Surname, Name, Patronymic)

Secretary of the Contest _______________________________________;
(military rank, Surname, Name, Patronymic)

Referees of countries-participants:
from _______________ __________________ ________________________________;
(country)

from _______________
(country)

(military rank)

(Surname, Name, Patronymic)

__________________ ________________________________;
(military rank)

(Surname, Name, Patronymic)

……………………..

Familiarized with the results of «______________________» Contest and made a following decision:
№
1.

1. Rating of groups-participants of the Contest:
Team, group
Military rank, Surname, Name, Patronymic
Country
(group №1)

2.

Country
(group №2)

3.

Country
(group №3)

Result

Place

No claims and objections on the results of the “__________” stage were made by participants and
representatives of the Contest.
This protocol is made in two copies:
Copy №1 – secretariat of the Chief Referee of the Games
Copy №2 – secretariat of the Chief Referee of the Contest
Referees of countries:
_________________
_________________________________
(country)

(Military rank, Surname, Name, Patronymic)

_________________

_________________________________

(country)

(Military rank, Surname, Name, Patronymic)

Secretary of the competition:

_________________________________
(Military rank, Surname, Name, Patronymic)

*
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Appendix 3
PROTEST
On the organization, holding and summarizing the results of the competition
_________________________________________________
(name of the Contest)

by ______________________________________________________________
(Referee, team leader)

(Surname, Name, Patronymic)

(team)

_______________________________________________________________
(stage)

Short content of the claim.
The articles of the rules or Regulations of the
Contest which were violated. Offered decision
and its basis.

(date)

(time)

Results of the inspection
Approved decision, basis of the
Inspector
decision.
Signature of the inspector

Familiarized with the decision of the referees,
«AGREE», «DISAGREE» ________________________________
(cross out irrelevant variant)
(Date, time, signature of complainant)
DECISION OF THE PANEL OF REFEREES

Chief Referee:
Members of Panel of Referees:

(Date, time)

Familiarized with the decision of the referees
_________________________________
(signature, surname, date)

* The protest may contain more required information in accordance with the Regulations of the Contest
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Appendix 4
Referee’s arm band
An arm band with a velcro panel is worn on a left forearm.
A national flag, an emblem of the Games (Contest) and post in the Panel of Referees
(Chief Referee, referee, referee).
An arm band provides an access to the location of the Games (Contest).

National
flag
Emblem of the
Games (Contest)

Post in the Panel of Referees

250
mmc

500 mm

